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Publication of submissions
Following processing, submissions may be published on the SIRA website. Copyright in submissions resides
with the author(s), not with SIRA. Please note below if you do NOT want your submission or any part(s) of
it published on the SIRA website.
Publication of submissions will usually include your name and the name of the organisation, if relevant.
We will remove contact details such as email addresses, postal addresses and telephone numbers. At
our discretion we may not publish certain submissions (or part of submissions) due to our assessment of
length, content, appropriateness or confidentiality.
For more information, read the SIRA submission procedure at www.sira.nsw.gov.au/about-us/have-your-say
I have read the SIRA submission procedure
Do you want your content to be confidential?
No, my submission is not confidential
Yes, my submission is completely confidential
In part (please indicate confidential areas)

Focus question 1: What is your view of the proposed standard licence conditions?
The requirements of the standard licence conditions appear reasonable and acceptable, with the exception of the points identified
below.
The "standards acceptable to the Authority" would need to be published in order to form a view of the new requirement of section
3.1. Fulfilling Section 3.1 of the proposed standard licence conditions is dependent upon the Authority's capacity to regulate the
workers compensation system; it is therefore out of the control of the licensee.
It is somewhat ambiguous as to how adherence to a business plan by the licensee will satisfy fairness on behalf of injured workers
and claimants without the requirements having been first established by the Authority.
The definition of a 'significant matter' and the reporting time frame should be published in order to provide further comment.
The requirements established by the Authority and the reporting time frame would need to be established in order to form a view on
section
3.6.2.
Focus
question 2: What is your view of the appropriateness of the draft top tier

measures for conduct and claims management to set SIRA’s expectations of
insurance performance?
From the draft document, it is unclear how adhering to a business plan by the licensee will satisfy fairness without first
understanding the expectations of the Authority.
It is also unclear from the draft document how compliance for Self Insurers will be measured as we must currently comply with the
requirements of the Work Health and Safety Legislation.
The definition of a "significant matter" and the reporting time frame is unclear and would need to be defined and published in order
to develop a view.
It is also not clear from the draft document what the requirements of the data quality audit manual are.
All other requirements of the top tier requirements appear to be reasonable and acceptable.
Focus questions continued over...
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Focus question 3: Are there any other areas or measures that should
be considered?
None noted.

Focus question 4: What is your view on applying the same assessment criteria
to applications for a new self-insurer licence?
The same assessment criteria for new applications for self-insurance licences appears reasonable.

Focus question 5: What is your view of the allocation of new self-insurers to the
mid-tier for their first year under licence?
In principle this is acceptable as the proposed licence conditions are intended to be less onerous than the existing licence conditions.
Without specific details of the proposed particulars for financial, operational and information performance requirements, it is
difficult to comment conclusively.

Focus question 6: What is your view on the requirement for self-insurers to
submit a business plan to outline their strategic direction consistent with
licensed insurers?
Until the requirements of the Authority are clarified in respect of business plans, it is difficult to provide a response.

Further information may be obtained from www.sira.nsw.gov.au.
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